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Abstract— In this paper, we discuss the performance of a pro-
gressive quality image transmission scheme using Unequal Error
Protection (UEP) optimized LDPC codes. We show that the irregu-
larity of LDPC codes can be optimized to provide more protection
to the most sensitive bits within a codeword. Applying this in a
quality progressive image transmission context, the designed code
improves performance compared to existing codes.

I. I NTRODUCTION

THE aim of the paper is the performance evaluation of
UEP optimized LDPC codes for Unequal Error Protection

(UEP) transmission schemes such as scalable image transmis-
sion. Such transmission schemes are used to take into account
the different error sensitivities of the source bitstream. For in-
stance, semantic information like headers have to be almost er-
ror free to avoid the crash of the source decoding, whereas the
data symbols can tolerate some bit error rate. UEP can enhance
significantly the performance compared to an equal error pro-
tection scheme since the overall redundancy is allocated in or-
der to provide more protection to the most sensitive parts of the
bitstream.

Apart from multilevel coded modulations, there are com-
monly two ways to provide unequal protection depending on
the transmission scheme we consider. First, for adaptive trans-
missions, one can adapt the protection level by adaptively
changing the code rate through puncturing. RCPC [8], RCPT
[2] or punctured IRA [9] and LDPC [7] codes are some exam-
ples. These scheme are implemented using a unique mother
code, which is punctured depending on the required protection
level. The second way is to design codes providing inherent un-
equal error protection within a codeword. This was early stud-
ied in ([3], [11]) to design linear UEP codes. For such codes,
the bits within a codeword do not have the same protection level
and error correction capability. Thus for a given source code-
word, the most sensitive bits are associated to information bit
positions with the highest protection level.

In this paper, we deepen the second method when scalable
image transmission is considered. Since above a given signal to
noise ratioEb/N0 threshold we can reach an error probability
as small as required for at least a part of the codeword, we focus
on the use of irregular LDPC codes. These codes can provide
inherent unequal error capability due to the different connec-
tion degrees of the data nodes. As widely observed, it appears
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that highly connected nodes are ”more” protected than weakly
connected ones. This inherent irregularity can be used to pro-
vide UEP, in the sense that high sensitivity bits are associated
with high connection degrees data nodes [6]. The optimization
of the LDPC irregularity has already been proposed for differ-
ent channels as the Binary Erasure Channel [10] or the Additive
White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel [5]. We have shown in
[12] that by modeling the UEP transmission scheme as a spe-
cific channel, it is possible to optimize the LDPC irregularity, in
order to get a better UEP capability. The transmission scheme
consisting in a UEP-coded bitstream sent over a channel X will
be calledUEP-X channel. In this paper, only the UEP-AWGN
channel is considered.

The paper is organized as follows. In section II, we describe
the different transmission schemes we want to compare when
scalable image transmission is considered. Section III gives
a general description of the LDPC optimization algorithm for
UEP applications. Simulation results are given in section IV
and conclusions are given in section V.

II. SCALABLE IMAGE TRANSMISSION USING LDPC CODES

We consider an embedded JPEG2000 codestream com-
pressed intoNc − 1 progressive quality layers [1]. The head-
ers are not specifically protected. The source bitstream is then
encoded using a systematic encoder into codewords of fixed
lengthN , each containingK information bits. The codewords
are then transmitted over an AWGN channel. In this particu-
lar context, we do not consider joint source and channel cod-
ing as done in [9], but a tandem scheme, since we consider
a source with fixed classes number that require different pro-
tection levels. Different schemes will be compared. The first
scheme is an equal error protection (EEP) scheme, where the
entire JPEG2000 bitstream is directly encoded by a systematic
LDPC encoder, block by block. In this scheme, the inherent
irregularity of the code is not used: the source bitstream is di-
vided into fixed length packets of lengthK, encoded using a
systematic LDPC encoder. For such a scheme, we use as a ref-
erence the AWGN optimized code given in [4]. The second
scheme is based on the use of irregularity of the code as it was
done in [6]. Thus, theNc− 1 quality layers are distributed over
all the codewords and associated to the data nodes belonging
to the corresponding class. This can be viewed as a determin-
istic block interleaving of source data. The third scheme is the
same as the previous but using UEP-AWGN optimized LDPC
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codes introduced in [12] and presented in the sequel. These 3
schemes are respectively referred to as (EEP), (UEP)-AWGN
opt and (UEP)-UEP opt.

III. LDPC CODE DESIGN FORUEP CHANNELS

In this section, we present the optimization algorithm of
LDPC codes for UEP channels proposed in [12].

A. UEP channels

Let a channel codeword of a rateR LDPC code divided into
Nc classes ordered in decreasing order of their error sensitiv-
ity. Thus considering the set ofNc classes{Ck/k = 1 . . . Nc},
C1 will be associated with the highest required protection level
and CNc

with the lowest. The redundancy bits of the chan-
nel codeword are associated with classCNc and the informa-
tion bits are associated with the(Nc − 1) remaining classes.
Let the proportionsα = {αk/k = 1 : Nc − 1} be the nor-
malized lengths of each class corresponding to the information
bits with

∑Nc−1
k=1 αk = 1. Supposing thatα is known, pro-

vided by a data partitioning mechanism for example, the pro-
portions distribution of the bits in the channel codeword be-
longing to the different classes{Ck/k = 1 . . . Nc} is given by
p = {α1R, . . . , αNc−1R, (1−R)}.

B. Motivation and notations

We consider the UEP-AWGN channel defined byNc classes
within a codeword. The distribution of class proportions is
given byα = {αk/k = 1 : Nc − 1}. The redundancy is as-
sociated with theN th

c class. Considering a rateR LDPC code,
the distribution of data nodes among theNc classes is given by
p = {α1 R, . . . , αNc−1 R, (1−R)}.

Let trmax and ρ(x) =
∑trmax

j=2 ρjx
j−1 be respectively the

maximum check node connection degree and the generating
function of check nodes degree distribution [14]. We as-
sume thatρ(x) is the same for each class. Lett

(k)
cmax be the

maximum data node connection degree in the classCk. For

each classCk, we defineλ(Ck)(x) =
∑t(k)

cmax
i=2 λ

(Ck)
i xi−1 and

λ̃(Ck)(x) =
∑t(k)

cmax
i=2 λ̃

(Ck)
i xi−1 the generating function of the

degree distribution for the data nodes and the dual generating
function whereλ̃

(Ck)
i is the fraction of degree-i data nodes.

We noteλ̃(Ck) the average data node degree of classCk. In
the sequel, we noteλ(Ck) = [λ(Ck)

2 , . . . , λ
(Ck)

t
(k)
cmax

]> and ρ the

vectors associated withλ(Ck)(x) and ρ(x). 1 is a one val-
ued vector and> is used for the transpose vector. We as-
sume thattcmax = max(t(k)

cmax), ∀k = 1, . . . , Nc. We also set
1/tc = [1/2, . . . , 1/tcmax ]

>, 1/tr = [1/2, . . . , 1/trmax ]
> and

λ = [λ(C1), . . . , λ(CNc )]>. With these notations, a LDPC code
irregularity is parameterized by

(
λ, ρ, p

)
. Eb/N0 = δ andε are

respectively the code threshold for the AWGN optimized LDPC
code and theEb/N0 offset value involved in the optimization
procedure.

C. Hierarchical optimization algorithm

The algorithm is based on the widely observed property that
highly connected data nodes are less sensitive than lower con-
nected ones. The optimization algorithm is a hierarchical op-
timization procedure which aims to successively optimize the
average data for the different classes subject to a minimum data
degree. Thus, two procedures are performed: the general pro-
cedure which aims to successively optimize the degree distri-
bution associated with each class and a local procedure which
aims to optimize the average data node degree of a class con-
strained to a minimum degree. The overall optimization is done
atEb/N0 = δ+ε to ensure a good convergence property. More-
over, simulation results in [12] show that minimum degree of
the first class is increased for increasing offsetε.

1) local procedure: In this procedure, we maximize the av-
erage data node degree subject to a giventc min for a given class
Ck. tc min is initialized totc max and decreased while no solu-
tion is found to the optimization problem (1). Note that maxi-

mizing the average data node degreeλ̃(Ck) of classC1 is equiv-
alent to maximize cost function (1).

1) Initialization: t
(k)
cmin = tcmax

2) While optimization failure (Any constraint
is not fulfilled):

a) Optimize

max
λ

λ(Ck)>1 (1)

under the constraints
[C1] Rate constraint:

∑

k

λ(Ck)> 1/tc = (1−R)−1ρ> 1/tr

[C2] Proportion distribution constraints:
(i) ∑

k

λ(Ck)>1 = 1

(ii)

∀k ∈ {1, . . . , Nc − 1},
λ(Ck)>1/tc = αc

R

1−R
ρ> 1/tr (2)

[C3] Convergence constraints:

F
(
λ, x, σ2

)
> x

[C4] Stability condition:

∑

k

λ
(Ck)
2 < e1/2σ2

/

tr max∑

j=2

ρj(j − 1)

[C5] Minimum data node degree constraint:

∀i < t(k)
cmin

, λ
(Ck)
i = 0

[C6] Previous optimizations constraints:

∀k′ < k, λ(C
k
′ ) is fixed
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b) t
(k)
cmin = t

(k)
cmin − 1

end

In constraint [C3], the functionF
(
λ, x, σ2

)
is the EXIT Chart

of the LDPC code andx is the mutual information associated
to the messages in the graph [4].σ2 is the noise variance.

2) Global procedure: The general optimization procedure
is given as follows

1) Fix Eb/N0 = δ + ε
2) for k = 1 . . . Nc − 1:

a) Find λ
(Ck)
opt andt

(k)
cminopt with the optimization pro-

cedure described in section III-C.1.
b) Compute the constraints of the next step with

{
(
λ

(Ck)
opt , t

(k)
cminopt

)
, ∀k′ ≤ k}

D. Performance Analysis for short length codewords

In figure 1, simulation results for finite length codewords are
given for the decoding iterationl = 6. The optimization pa-
rameters are the following:Nc = 4, α = (0, 25, 0.25, 0.5),
ε = 0.05dB, ρ(x) = 0.0437x7 + 0.9563x8 andtc max = 30.
TheEb/N0 offsetε is arbitrary set to0.05 dB. Designed codes
have the following parameters: (K = 2048,N = 4094) for
the (UEP)-AWGN opt code and (K = 2047,N = 4095) for
(UEP)-UEP-AWGN opt code. These codes are the ones used in
the following when scalable image transmission is considered.
We underline the fact that (EEP)and (UEP)-AWGN opt codes
have the same parity check matrix. Only the mapping of infor-
mation bits differs resulting in a different behavior in terms of
error propagation. For the (UEP)-AWGN opt code, we assign
the information bits belonging to the first class to theα1R most
connected data nodes, the information bits of the classC2 to
theα2R most connected remaining data nodes, and so on up to
theN th

c − 1 class. Finally, the redundancy bits are associated
to the remaining(1 − R) data nodes. The analysis of the Bit
Error Rate (BER) for each class will be helpful to understand
simulation results in section . Thus, as expected, at a given
iteration number (see figure 1), BER performance of the first
class are improved with (UEP)-UEP opt code compared to the
(UEP)-AWGN opt. But, due to the hierarchical structure of the
optimization algorithm, the BER performance improvement of
the first class has to be balanced against the slight BER perfor-
mance loss for the second class. Note that the remaining classes
have almost the same BER performance. This behavior can be
explained by the fact that the optimization is done at a constant
rate. Thus, maximizing the average data node involves a higher
edge density associated to the first class, which is less density
available for the remaining classes. Nevertheless, considering
scalable image transmission or data partitioning applications,
the first class has to be error free to fully exploit additional in-
formation provided by other classes. This motivates the priority
given to performance improvement of the first class. Thus, as
we will see in section IV, we expect that the observed loss has
in average not a great impact on the performance on the source
decoder side.
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Fig. 1. Bit error rate performance of different classes vsEb/N0 after 6 de-
coding iterations

Some complementary simulation results, not presented in
this paper, show that, as the iteration numberl grows, the per-
formance gain for the first class decreases. This implies that the
designed codes have an interest for low number of iterations.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

For the simulations, we consider the image ”Lena” com-
pressed into a JPEG2000 bitstream with three progressive
quality layers. Associated progressive bit rates are given by
B = (0.125 bpp, 0.250 bpp, 0.5 bpp). Thus, we will con-
sider the (UEP)-UEP opt code with optimization parameters
α = (0.25, 0.25, 0.5) described in section III-D. The channel
coding rate isR = 1/2. The results are given for100 indepen-
dent Monte-Carlo runs using Verification Model version 8.6 as
source decoder. As we consider finite equal length codewords,
stuffing bits are added in the latest codeword. Compared to the
total number of information bits sent over the channel, the ef-
fect of added redundancy can be neglected. Two performance
criteria are studied. Since the headers are not protected by any
additional forward error protection codes, they may be erro-
neous and decoding failure can occur. Thus we will compare
percentage of decoding failure. The second study deals with
the average Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) of the recon-
structed image versus theEB/N0 for a given iteration number
l.

A. Decoding failure

Figure 2 gives the decoding failure probability versus
EB/N0 for the different schemes described in section II for it-
erationl = 6. First, the comparison between (EEP) and the two
(UEP) schemes shows that a significant improvement can be
achieved when data are block interleaved before channel cod-
ing in order to exploit the irregular error protection provided
within a codeword. This improvement is due to the fact that the
first part of the source bitstream including headers is mapped to
the highly connected part of the different codewords and thus
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are more protected than in the (EEP) scheme where source data
can be connected to low connection data nodes. Between the
two (UEP) schemes, the difference is less significant, but never-
theless, a gain is obtain when using (UEP)-UEP opt codes. This
is due to the fact that the first class containing headers is more
protected, as shown in figure 1, with the (UEP)-UEP opt code
than the (UEP)-AWGN opt code. The difference decreases at a
givenEB/N0 value when the iteration number increases.

B. PSNR vs.EB/N0

Figure 3 gives the PSNR versusEB/N0 for the different
schemes described in section II for iterationl = 6. The compar-
ison between (EEP) and (UEP) schemes gives the same quali-
tative results as for decoding failure probability showing the
significant gain we can reach. The comparison between the two
(UEP) schemes shows a slight improvement for lowEb/N0.

This can be interpreted using the BER curves of figure 1. Up
to Eb/N0 = 2.5, the first part of the bitstream may contain
some errors. The difference in PSNR is also directly related to
the BER performance for the first class. Since the BER per-
formance for (UEP)-UEP opt LDPC code are better, the aver-
age PSNR performance for this code are better too. Moreover,
observing BER curves of the first class for the two codes, we
remark that the channel coding gain inEb/N0 for the (UEP)-
UEP opt LDPC code is almost the same gain observed in PSNR
curves. FromEb/N0 values aboveEb/N0 = 2.5 dB, the per-
formance are the same. The slight loss in BER performance
observed in figure 1 has finally no significant impact on aver-
age PSNR performance. All these observations are still valid
for the different values of the number iterationl. Nevertheless,
the gain decreases with increasing number of iterations, under-
lying the fact that the LDPC codes designed are efficient for
low iteration numbers. From simulations not presented in this
paper, (UEP)-UEP opt codes converges faster for low iteration
number than AWGN optimized code for a fixedEb/N0 value
above the code thresholds.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we evaluate performance improvement in the
context of scalable image transmission provided by UEP op-
timized LDPC codes of [12]. Considering only the family of
UEP optimized linear codes, we show that by simply optimiz-
ing the structure of the LDPC code, we can get some improve-
ments in terms of average PSNR and decoding failure espe-
cially for a low iteration number. Moreover, we underline the
need for data block interleaving into codeword to fully benefit
from LDPC irregularity.
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